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Video Game Industry (1/3)
 Billion $$ industry

 Because most people want to escape reality!

 Even from the beginning, developers 
had dreams and high standards for 
pleasing the world
 User feedback was minimum back then, so 

imagination had to cover for that

 Eventually, video game companies 
thrived over the past decades…
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Video Game Industry (2/3)
 …but it took a while!
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Video Game Industry (3/3)
 More and more ideas were implemented in video games

 Challenging tasks

 Creative environments

 Complex game dynamics

 Intelligent characters

 One way to categorize games:

 Entertainment Games

 Serious Games

 Gamification
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What about AI and Games? (1/2) 
 Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods have been used 

successfully in many areas

 AI is also present in games and video games

 One of the earliest breakthroughs in AI was with IBM’s 
Deep Blue victory against chess world champion 
Kasparov1 (1997)

 But it was a breakthrough only until it happened

 Researchers always set new, higher goals

 Other AI systems for different types of games followed 
afterwards, such as:

 IBM’s Watson for playing Jeopardy against past winners

 DeepMind’s AlphaGo against Go world champion

 …

51. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwF229U2ba8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwF229U2ba8


What about AI and Games? (2/2)

 Machine Learning (ML) is a subfield of 
AI in which a system learns from data
 Such system can then make future 

predictions or decisions

 AI/ML can be used in video games for:
 Modelling in-game characters (non-

playable characters)

 Playing games

 Analyzing player behavior

 Content generation
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Yannakakis, Georgios N., and Julian Togelius. Artificial Intelligence and Games. Springer, 2018.
http://gameaibook.org/book.pdf

http://gameaibook.org/book.pdf


 AI in non-player roles:

A. AI in Entertainment Games (1/2)

The Last Of Us
• Finite State Machines 

(FSMs)1

• Skills, Behaviors2

F.E.A.R.
• Goal-Oriented Action 

Planning (GOAP)3

• A*, FSMs

The Last Guardian
• FSMs4
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1. https://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/TommyThompson/20200617/364927/Endure_and_Survive_the_AI_of_The_Last_of_Us.php
2. https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1020338/The-Last-of-Us-Human
3. https://alumni.media.mit.edu/~jorkin/gdc2006_orkin_jeff_fear.pdf
4. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cYDabTQGYe09w3PyUU4XLrDn2fHy9X5eJIFUjVDt89U/edit#slide=id.SLIDES_API1790483179_104

https://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/TommyThompson/20200617/364927/Endure_and_Survive_the_AI_of_The_Last_of_Us.php
https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1020338/The-Last-of-Us-Human
https://alumni.media.mit.edu/~jorkin/gdc2006_orkin_jeff_fear.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cYDabTQGYe09w3PyUU4XLrDn2fHy9X5eJIFUjVDt89U/edit#slide=id.SLIDES_API1790483179_104


 AI for playing games:

AI in Entertainment Games (2/2)

AlphaGo1/Zero/Muzero
(Go, Chess, Shogi…)

AlphaStar
(Starcraft II)

OpenAI Five
(Dota 2)
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All these systems use techniques from a subfield of Machine Learning called
Reinforcement Learning

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXuK6gekU1Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXuK6gekU1Y


AI as a Player (Research Purposes) (1/3)
 AI systems have to prove their abilities somewhere!

 Apart from entertainment, video games are also used for AI 
testing

 Instead of creating new environments from scratch, 
researchers use video games to test their AI systems, 
because:
 Video game developers have already done the hard work of 

creating solid environments

 Video games can be very complex, thus difficult to solve

 Video games usually have a straightforward score/rating 
system that can be used for direct comparison against other 
algorithms or humans

 In-game behaviors can be easily analyzed

 Everyone (researchers, players, game companies) can profit 
from them!
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 Usually, Reinforcement Learning algorithms are used for creating “agents” that control the game’s character 
(like bots)

 Along with Supervised and Unsupervised Learning, Reinforcement Learning is one of the 3 subfields of 
Machine Learning
 Throughout the game, the agent evaluates his choices and tries to become better in order to reach maximum score

 Commonly used games for evaluation are Atari games, because they can be both complex and 
computationally inexpensive

 Commonly used algorithms1 are DQN, RAINBOW, PPO, A2C, SAC, Ape-X, IMPALA, ….

AI as a Player (Research Purposes) (2/3)

101. Lazaridis A., Fachantidis A., Vlahavas I., Deep Reinforcement Learning: A State-of-the-Art Walkthrough, Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research 69 (2020), 1421-1471



 Example: Bot playing Poker against Human player, trained with 
Reinforcement Learning methods1

AI as a Player (Research Purposes) (3/3)
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“Artificial Intelligence and Games”, Postgraduate Thesis by Doxakis Chovardas
“Use of Artificial Intelligence methods for Developing Agents for Playing Games”, Undergraduate Thesis by Christos Perchanidis
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Tci9ML1g2w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Tci9ML1g2w


B. Serious Games
 Video games can be developed for purposes other than entertainment

 Such games are termed serious games

 They are not entirely serious
 Gameplay is fun (at least they try to make it so)

 There is a higher-level goal that is not fun

 The goal of serious games is to analyze player behavior in order to:
 Educate players

 Evaluate/improve player skills

 Diagnose the presence of a medical condition

 Manage (or even cure) a medical condition

 …
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Serious Game Examples

Planet Hunter TESS

Plague Inc.

Minecraft Education Edition Fortnite Creative

Microsoft Flight Simulator
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What about AI in serious games?
 AI, and ML in particular, is used in serious games 

to analyze player behavior
 Players are categorized in 2 (or more) classes (e.g. 

players that suffer from a medical condition 
players who don’t)

 Gameplay data are then used to train ML models
 Usually, traditional supervised learning algorithms 

are used (e.g. Decision Tree, Random Forest, kNN, 
Neural Networks)

 Through training, the models produce effective 
class separation skills

 More data == better models

 The trained models can then predict (i.e. classify) 
whether a (new) player suffers from a medical 
condition

 Similarly, ML techniques can be integrated to 
intervene and manage this condition
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Examples of ML in Serious Games (1/3)
 Example 1: Diagnosing Alzheimer’s disease

15"Development of Serious Game for People with Alzheimer's Disease", Undergraduate Thesis by Georgia-Nikoleta Skraparli



Examples of ML in Serious Games (2/3)
 Example 2: Diagnosing Depression1
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A. Tsionas, A. Lazaridis, I. Vlahavas, Serious Game Development for the Diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder Cases Using Machine Learning Methods, Games and AI –
Technological, Cultural and Societal aspects (GAITECUS0), A SETN 2020 Workshop.

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZANPqvA75I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZANPqvA75I


Examples of ML in Serious Games (3/3)
 Example 3: Diagnosing ADHD1
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ADHD360: Information System for Symptom Diagnosis and Improvement of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, 6/2018-6/2021,
Funding by Operational Programme Competitiveness, Entrepreneurship and Innovation (EPAnEK), under the call RESEARCH –CREATE –INNOVATE
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4RmwTC6HQY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4RmwTC6HQY


C. Gamification
 Gamification means to convert processes into 

games

 For example:

 Assess a student’s performance through a 
game instead of a written exam

 Assess a potential employee’s skills through a 
game instead of an oral interview

 These are examples of game-based 
assessment
 There are other types, e.g. gamification for learning 

(game-based learning), gamification for exercise, etc.
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Gamification Elements
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Gamification Example
 Example: Game for Intelligence and Personality Evaluation1
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"Artificial Intelligence and Games: Development of an Escape Room for Intelligence and Personality Evaluation Using Deep Reinforcement Learning",
Postgraduate Thesis by Georgios Liapis
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mm7OVtGj1Vg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mm7OVtGj1Vg


Future Directions of AI and Games
 For now, gaming is still considered a way 

of entertainment

 Developments in technology will increase 
the portion of non-entertainment uses of 
games
 AI bots with super-human skills will end 

gaming competitiveness (between humans, 
at least)

 Serious games are becoming official 
alternatives (e.g. EndeavorRX)

 Gamification is expanding (e.g. game-based 
assessment is already happening)
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Can’t beat a game? Make an AI system that can!
Or wait until you can buy one (coming soon)



Thank you!


